Description
It would be good to have more numbers formatting macros provided by active support available in safe mode.

Associated revisions
Revision 57843155 - 01/16/2020 07:35 AM - Marek Hulán
Fixes #28770 - add more formatting macros

History
#1 - 01/15/2020 09:41 PM - The Foreman Bot
- Status changed from New to Ready For Testing
- Pull request https://github.com/theforeman/foreman/pull/7365 added

#2 - 01/16/2020 07:35 AM - The Foreman Bot
- Fixed in Releases 2.0.0 added

#3 - 01/16/2020 08:01 AM - Marek Hulán
- Status changed from Ready For Testing to Closed

Applied in changeset 57843155b430383abcd9c00b85466a47d1e390ab.